30 DAY HOLISTIC CHANGE CHALLENGE

WELCOME TO THE 30 DAY HOLISTIC CHALLENGE!
All you need, besides a desire to change, is a journal. There will be some exercises and experiments
along the way as well... It's up to you how much you want to invest of your time in this challenge!
I did my first 30 Day Challenge back in the summer of 2013. It was the 5 Minute Plank Challenge and it
made me push my boundaries both physically and mentally in ways that lead to change in lots of other
areas in my life. It took 33 days to get to 5 minutes but the point is... I did it!
It is my hope this challenge will do the same for you, i.e. help you push your boundaries far past your
current comfort zone and help you stay on track for your goal(s) even if life intervenes and creates
delays. Feel free to use it to kick off 2015 but any day you feel ready to start is a good day... Why not
today?
Wishing you a wonderful Yule/Christmas!
Lisa Frideborg

DAY 1 - TAKE BACK YOUR POWER
Day 1 of the 30 Day Holistic Challenge is all about changing your perception of how much power you
have to affect your own wellbeing. It is time for you to start thinking of yourself, not as your own doctor

(you don't need fixing!), but as your own Naturopath. A Naturopath is a holistic healer who looks at your
past (even your past lives) when they evaluate your current vitality levels.
A Naturopath takes everything into consideration: your genetics, your environment, your emotions,
your relationship patterns etc, and look at how everything is interrelated. Then they may use various
holistic treatments to bring your whole being (mind, body and spirit) back into harmony. These
treatments can include acupuncture, dietary changes, massage, exercise and herbal medicine.
I am obviously not suggesting that you assume the role of a professional Naturopath and if you do need
a doctor, by all means go and see one!
What I am urging you to do today is to take stock of everything in your life that could be affecting your
health and wellbeing, much like a Naturopath would. So here are four questions for self -reflection:
1. "What are my vitality levels on a scale from 1-10?", where ten is totally energised, inspired, healthy
and motivated and 1 is zero energy and motivation to do positive things.
2. "How is my distant and recent past affecting my health and wellbeing?" Has there been any trauma
or is there resentment/unforgiveness? Am I a prisoner to my past? Are past negative experiences
shaping my expectations of the future.
3. "Are there any bad habits I need to change?" Any habits that you know affect your health adversely
should be written down. Circle ONE of them that you feel you are ready to change this month. Trust
your intuition. Often the answer will surface quite quickly but any addiction/payoff you may gain from
the bad habit may get your ego to start negotiating. Be honest about your inner dialogue and write this
down too.
4. "How much do my actions prove that I love and respect my body from a scale from 1-10?"
On day 30 we will revisit questions 1 and 4.
Now, make yourself a nice cup of herbal or green tea and sit down to take stock of your vitality levels...
You're worth it!

DAY 2 - TAP INTO YOUR POWER TO CHANGE
Remember that one bad habit you circled on your list Day 1? It is probably not the first time you have
tried to quit it so now you’re probably wondering “How the heck will it work this time?”
Here is the simple three step plan that will allow you to T.A.P your power to change once and for all:
1. Touch your goal. What stays in your head is not likely to change – you need multi-sensory feedback
and a daily reminder what you striving for. Choose an object that speaks to you on many levels and that
is small enough for you to carry with you in your pocket or purse. Alternatively you can choose to
dedicate an accessory such a scarf or hair clip to help you achieve your goal.
The object needs to remind of you the most positive outcome of giving up this habit, so it shouldn’t be
something negative that reminds you of what you are trying to escape. For instance, if you are wanting
to stop overeating and become fitter, carry a picture of a fit person in your wallet and not a scary picture
to deter you from eating that daily chocolate bar you currently feel you can’t live without.
Crystals will also work if you are familiar with their meanings. If you are giving up an addiction to a toxic
substance, amethyst is ideal for instance. If you struggle with issues of self-love and find yourself in a

toxic/abusive relationship, you would choose rose quartz. You can easily google crystal healing
properties for more ideas.
I once received voice healing from a wonderful healer in Glastonbury that recommended I wear a blue
silk scarf around my neck to remind myself to always speak my truth. A couple of weeks of this did
wonders for me so I’m not just sharing theory here. Blue is the colour of the throat chakra, where she
sensed a block. If you are familiar with chakra correspondences and where your blockage might be you
can make the choice of object even more powerful by choosing an object with the corresponding chakra
colour.
If you are unsure about chakra correspondences, please feel free to ask in the comments below!
2. Be accountable. Accountability is another important step you can take to make sure the desired
change doesn’t just stay in your head where the ego-addiction voice usually wins out. Tell one trusted
friend or mentor about your goal and let them know that you will check back in them at the end of the
month about your progress. You can also ask them to check in on you every now and again if you feel
this would be helpful.
If you feel you have nobody to turn to, I’m happy to be your mentor. Just comment below and then
again below the final post in this 30 Day Holistic Challenge.
3. Positive self-talk. Start monitoring how you talk to yourself about this change and have a mantra or
positive affirmation hand for when you notice yourself slipping into negativity. Below are some
examples but affirmations always work best when you choose your own words. They key, once again, is
to focus on the positive and not on what you are trying to quit.
For increased fitness levels: “I move and nurture myself in ways that energise me.”
For abundance: “I am open to receiving material abundance from many known and unknown sources.”
For freedom from addiction: “My body is my temple and I intuitively allow it to self-cleanse.”
For saying no (for people pleasers): “No is a complete sentence. I am cat-like and please myself.”
For emotional freedom from toxic relationships: “I have sound boundaries and only loving people are
allowed into my inner circle.”
For lifting blocks to creativity: “Inspiration flows to me in many unexpected ways and I receive so that I
can act on it instantly.”

DAY 3 - YOU ARE NOT YOUR PAST
Day 3 of the 30 Day Holistic Challenge is all about making peace with and moving on from the past. We
will look at the "writing on the wall" specifically related to the habit or pattern that you are striving to
break free from. Every negative pattern has a voice on repeat - a thought loop that keeps bringing you
back to the bad habit. Until you find the source of that voice - who put the writing on the wall - it is
much harder to break free once and for all.
Sometimes the negative voice comes from class mates at school and media bombardment with
unrealistic body images etc but more often than not, the most hurtful voices are those of close family
members who carried a negative pattern down the bloodline.
The good news is that YOU have the power to break this negative pattern and heal generations past and
future by doing so!
Take a minute to tune into what your self-talk used to be and understand how it relates to the
habit/pattern you are now breaking free from.
Locate the source of this mind loop. Did your father say your sister was the clever one? Were you told
by your mother that you easily got sick? Did someone say you were no good with money? It won't take
long to find the source because we all know... and it's not about blaming - it's about healing. It literally is:
Forgive them for the knew not what they did.
Write down the writing on the wall you feel no longer applies to you on a piece of paper. Then say out
loud: "Thank you __________, you meant well but this is simply not my truth"

Light a white candle that represents your bloodline and set light to the paper (placing it in a fire proof
container). Say: "I acknowledge the importance of my ancestors and I thank each and every one of you
for the goodness and wisdom that you passed on to me in ways I may not even understand yet."
You choose white to represent that ALL colours are present in your physical and psychic DNA.
Light a new candle off the first candle and say: "I am free to forge my own path and I ask for my
ancestors to bless my goal to ____________"
Allow this candle to represent your goal by choosing the right colour correspondence:
Red for courage, stamina and increased libido.
Orange for joie de vivre, enjoyment of sensual pleasures and creativity.
Yellow for intellectual endeavours and positivity.
Green for harmony.
Pink for love / self-love.
Blue for self-expression, truth and healing.
Purple for freedom from addiction and spiritual development.
White for peace.
Gold for abundance.
Silver for psychic development.
By all means, feel free to use your own words. The above wording is just a suggestion. There are, of
course, those of you who were severely abused by family members and who will not be able to say "I
know you meant well..." If this applies to you, simply use wording to acknowledge that you do not
approve of what this person did and that what they told you is in no way true. State your intent to
forgive them in time if you have not done so yet.
Forgiveness is sometimes a process and it is always about understanding how powerless the other
person felt to make the changes you are now empowering yourself to make.
Forgiveness is something you do for you, not for them. It really is the only way forward, as any
resentment builds resistance to the vital life force you want to harness to achieve your goal.
In the end, you will see the blessing in even the most difficult circumstances if your goal is to learn from
your past and use this learning to help others.

Make an entry in your Holistic Change journal about how you feel after the ritual.

DAY 4 - YOU ARE A LIVING RAINBOW
Day 4 of the 30 Day Holistic Challenge is all about balancing the chakras. When it comes to holistic
healing, very few things are more important than a basic understanding of the human energy system
and the chakras. The chakras, known as vhels in the Northern Tradition, are energy centres along the
spine - they create a blueprint for your physical, emotional, mental and spiritual bodies.
The first task of the newborn human baby is to establish a strong Root Chakra. While we are born with
all chakras already in place, they are emphasised and developed at different times in our lives. According
to one source they develop in 7 year cycles but I have seen less linear development in both myself and
others.
For instance, a young child who does not feel she quite belongs on Earth can start developing a very
strong Third Eye chakra early on to compensate.
Quick 'Living Rainbow' Chakra Boost and Balancing:

Sit or lie quietly with eyes closed. Make sure that your spine is straight and your neck, face and
shoulders relaxed... Breathe for a minute and make sure you are completely relaxed. Let go of any
tension on the out-breath...
Then visualise the root chakra a glowing blood red ball of light. Breathe into it three times with the
intent to strengthen it.
Next, visualise the sacral chakra the same way but orange.
Do the same for the solar plexus chakra but yellow.
For the heart chakra, you visualise an emerald green ball with a smaller pink 'rose bud' centre.
The throat chakra is a deep sky blue, like the sky on a bright summer's day.
The third eye chakra is an indigo ball of light, like the night sky just as dawn breaks.
Your crown chakra is electric like and electric violet star with white rays.
Now visualise the light from these seven balls of light expanding until your aura (the egg-shaped
individual human energy filled) is filled with all the colours of the rainbow. A healthy aura extends out
about an arm's length from the body. Keep breathing in a deeply relaxed way for a few minutes, just
enjoying the sensation of balancing and recharging your energy.
This is a great way to start each day and you can even do it first thing in the morning, before you get out
of bed. Any chakra that is temporarily out of whack may need a bit more attention than the three
breaths. It is totally OK to spend a bit longer breathing life into it if that is the case!
If you feel you need psychic protection for the day ahead, simply seal your auric egg with the colour
that you feel would serve you best. Traditionally, many healers suggest electric blue - a colour suggested
with the fierce and protective Archangel Michael... but any colour you feel is right will work. Don't be
afraid to experiment!
Question for your 30 Day Holistic Challenge journal:

What colour am I strongly drawn to and what is this telling me in relation to the
pattern/habit I am currently changing?

Below you have a summary of correspondences for each chakra, along with their attributes and and an
affirmation for each one that you can reword according to your own needs/understanding at this point
in time. Like I said before, affirmations usually work best when we choose our own words.
ROOT CHAKRA

Position: Base of Spine, between the genitals and the anus
Colour: Red
Mantra: Lam
Note: C
Element: Earth
Ruling planet: Saturn
Sense: Smell
Tarot cards: The Emperor, The Devil, The World (also The Tower)
Crystals: Red jasper, garnet, hematite, black tourmaline, smoky quartz, ruby, jet, bloodstone
Incense/Essential oil: Patchouli, cedarwood, frankincense
Positive attributes: A sense of belonging, the ability to provide for self and others, stability, strong
immunity, strong skeleton, grounded personality, virility, muscular strength
Negative attributes: Fear, anxiety, poverty consciousness, victim mentality, general inability to trust,
lethargy, spacing out, lack of focus, poor memory, bullying, materialism, impotence
Affirmation: "All my needs are met and I feel at home on Earth."

SACRAL CHAKRA
Position: Just below the navel
Colour: Orange
Mantra: Vam
Note: D
Element: Water
Ruling planet: Pluto
Sense: Taste
Tarot cards: The High Priestess, The Empress and The Hanged Man
Crystals: Carnelian, moonstone, amber
Incense/Essential oil: Jasmine, geranium, rose, tangerine, bergamot
Positive attributes: Creativity, the ability to enjoy life, seeing the best in everyone, giving people the
benefit of doubt, giving without expectation of receiving, balanced emotions, nurturing, peaceful
partnerships, good boundaries
Negative attributes: Paranoia, pleasure induces guilt, infertility, lack of creativity, sexual addiction,
addictions in general, frigidity, co-dependency, emotional manipulation, martyr syndrome,
unforgiveness, gossip
Affirmation: "I nurture my passion and accept my emotions unconditionally."

SOLAR PLEXUS CHAKRA
Position: Solar plexus
Colour: Yellow
Mantra: Ram
Note: E
Element: Fire
Ruling planet: The Sun
Sense: Sight
Tarot cards: The Chariot, The Sun, The Tower
Crystals: Citrine, goldstone, yellow calcite
Incense/Essential oil: Lemon, ginger, black pepper, rosemary, ylang ylang, chamomile
Positive attributes: Balanced expression of power and emotions, ability to detach and laugh at self,
joyful disposition, disciplined and willing to work hard, self-aware, contributing to society in a positive
way, success in manifesting desires, assertive, confident
Negative attributes: Anger, needing to have the last word, feeling powerless, lacking drive and
motivation, lack of confidence and discipline, low self-esteem, lack of vision (in both the physical and the
spiritual sense), uneven energy supply throughout the day, feeling exhausted
The solar plexus chakra is a weak spot for leaking energy. People who are receptive and sensitive, for
instance empaths and intuitives, are especially prone to leak energy from this chakra. Others are then
able to tap into this energy as a form of psychic vampyrism. Tools such as the Tarot essence and
meditating with the appropriate cards can be useful for protecting the Solar Plexus chakra.
Affirmation: "I am powerful and use my power for the good of All."

HEART CHAKRA
Position: Centre of the chest
Colour: Green and pink
Mantra: Yam
Note: F
Element: Air
Ruling planet: Venus
Sense: Touch
Tarot cards: The Lovers, Justice, Temperance
Crystals: Rose quartz, watermelon tourmaline, pink tourmaline, jade, malachite, green aventurine
Incense/Essential oil: Rose, eucalyptus, peppermint, rosewood, melissa

Positive attributes: Harmony, ability to give and receive love, compassion, forgiveness, lack of
judgement, empathy, understanding, willingness to listen, allowing for independence when partnered
up, encouraging
Negative attributes: Feeling unworthy of love, 'loving too much' and having unrealistic expectations of
the returns, cold-hearted, abusive, making bad choices in love
Affirmation: "I am worthy of love, peace and harmony."

THROAT CHAKRA
Position: Base of throat
Colour: Blue, turquoise
Mantra: Ham
Note: G
Element: Ether
Ruling planet: Mercury
Sense: Sound/Hearing
Body: Throat, neck, ears, sinuses, lips, tongue, tonsils, vocal cords
Tarot cards:The Magician, The Hierophant (also the Wheel of Fortune)
Crystals: Sodalite, blue lace agate, turquoise, blue calcite, aqua aura, aquamarine, angelite, celestite.
sapphire
Incense/Essential oil: Chamomile, neroli, lavender, sage, sandalwood and myrrh
Positive attributes: Contentment, good communicator, good at active listening, artistic, assertive,
charismatic, truthful, self-aware, psychic, cannot be manipulated by other people, consistent views and
behaviour, speaks from the heart, thinks before speaking, engaging speaking voice, able to see both
sides of an argument
Negative attributes: Suffering from verbal diarrhoea, shouty, whiny voice, dogmatic, arrogant,
judgmental, poor communicator, easily manipulated, lacking self-awareness, shy, unable to express
their true feelings, dishonest, inconsistent, unreliable, fearful, 'deaf' to the opinions of others,
monotone speaking voice
Affirmation: "Genuine self-expression is attractive."

THIRD EYE CHAKRA
Position: Between the eyebrows and up half an inch
Colour: Indigo, violet when activated
Mantra: Om or Aum
Note: A

Element: Light/telepathic communication
Ruling planet: Neptune/Jupiter
Sense: ESP
Body: Eyes, central nervous system, cerebellum, cerebellum, base of skull, pituitary gland
Tarot cards: The High Priestess, The Hermit, The Moon
Crystals: Lapis lazuli, azurite, purple apatite, sapphire, amethyst, fluorite, opal, lepidolite
Incense/Essential oil: Rose geranium, hyacinth, violet, jasmine, vetiver, patchouli, rosemary
Positive attributes: Lots of ESP experiences and synchronicity, fully functioning clairs (claircognizance,
clairaudience, clairvoyance, clairsentience), strong faith, healing ability (both in person and at a
distance), detachment, discernment, wisdom, intuition, respected by others, profound understanding of
past-present -future, aware of consequences of all choices
Negative attributes: Materialistic, lacking trust, unable to discriminate, intellectual arrogance, dimwitted, lacking foresight, not aware of the consequences of one's actions, unspiritual, isolated
Affirmation: "I trust my intuition to guide my life choices."

CROWN CHAKRA
Position: Top of the head
Colour: Gold, white and violet
Mantra: Ng
Note: B
Element: None
Ruling planet: Uranus
Sense: Beyond senses but allows us to experience bliss by turning us into Holy Grails
Body: Pineal gland, cerebral cortex, top of head, affects the whole body by energising it with pure God light
Tarot cards: The Hanged Man, The Star, The Fool (also Judgement)
Crystals: Clear quartz, diamond, herkimer diamond, amethyst, white jade, snowy quartz, alexandrite
Incense/Essential oil: Lavender, frankincense, olibanum, lotus
Positive attributes: Unity between physical and spiritual, clear focus, great powers of manifestation,
health, joy, radiance, humility, generosity, sense of freedom, acceptance, humour, authority
Negative attributes: Separation/alienation, fearful, proud, egocentric, dissatisfied, easily
exhausted/drained, selfish, controlling
Affirmation: "All Paths are One"
For anybody interested in reading and learning more about the chakras, I strongly recommend Anatomy
of the Spirit by Caroline Myss.

DAY 5 - PURE BLESSED WATER
You may be aware of the physical benefits of staying hydrated... but are you aware of the vibrational
healing properties of water?
Day 5 of the 30 Day Holistic Change Challenge is all about harnessing the full healing potential of water.
You may already know that around 70% of your body is water and that the cells need to remain properly
hydrated to function properly. A human may go weeks without food but only a couple of days without
water before death sets in.
So how much water should you be drinking? The recommended intake is 2 litres (6-8 glassed,
depending on size) per day. Naturally, if you exercise heavi ly or live in/visit a hot country, you need to
drink more. Always listen to your body and check the colour of your pee. It should be nearly clear.
Yellow urine is an indication that you are not staying hydrated enough.
Some of the benefits of drinking this much water throughout the day include...

* Increased weight loss rate
* Clearer and more elastic skin
* Greater muscle efficiency
* Clearer thinking and better memory
* Less mood swings
* Joint lubrication
* Better 'waste disposal' - your gut is flushed of toxins
* Improved immunity
* Improved digestion
But should you be drinking just any old water? No, quality definitely matters. The number one thing to
avoid in otherwise filtered and bacteria free water is fluoride. Unfortunately, fluoride is added to t he
drinking water in many countries across the world.
The excuse for doing so is that fluoride prevents tooth decay, yet there is little evidence (if any) to
support that ingesting it helps prevent cavities.
Fluoride accumulates in the pineal gland where it causes the gland to become calcified and lose much if
its normal healthy function. Fluoride cannot be filtered out by normal filter jugs.
In other words, if at all possible, try to avoid drinking fluoridated water. One way to avoid it is to install a
reverse osmosis filter. You can also choose to drink bottled mineral water, preferably in glass bottles as
plastic is known to 'leach.' Breastancer.org recommend using glass, ceramic or metal bottles with
filtered tap water and avoiding BPA-labled plastic bottles.
However, if none of the above is possible, you can still improve the molecular structure of the water
with the power of your mind, as proven by Masaru Emoto. In fact, no matter what the quality of your
drinking water is you should bless it.
For instance, you can choose to infuse the water you drink with the quality that corresponds to your
goal for this 30 day challenge.
If you drink your water from a jug, simply make a label with the word you want to infuse the water with
and tape it to the jug. Or if of you have a coaster that you place your glass on, decorate it with symbols
that will carry you toward your goal.
According to Ayurvedic experts, water should not be taken cold but rather room temperature or warmer.
The reason is that cold water douses the digestive fire. It is also more beneficial to drink the water
mindfully, sipping it slowly rather than chugging it.

It is also important to not drink massive amounts just before you eat or during your meal as this is bad
for digestion.
Finally, and I suppose this goes without saying, always drink when you are thirsty! This is your body
crying out for water and if you ignore the cry you will suffer.

Make a note of your water intake in your Holistic Change journal today.

DAY 6 - RELAAAAAAAX
How relaxed are you throughout the day? Are you in the habit of monitoring and doing something
about your stress levels?
Day 5 of the 30 Day Holistic Change Challenge is all about learning to relax.
When you are stressed, there is always a physiological response. Adrenaline is pumped out, invoking a
fight or flight response in your physical body. If the stress levels are low to moderate, you may not even
be aware of it... you simply keep working away and an hour or two later you start wondering about that
headache or stiffness in the neck.
This is why it is so incredibly important to become more aware of your relaxation levels.

Because where as stress is all in the mind (how you process perceived pressure or threat from the
outside), how you counteract it is almost all about using the body to relax the mind.
Tying this information in with the holistic change goal you set for yourself this month, you probably
already know that it is much more difficult to quit a bad habit when your stress levels are high. This is
especially true if you are trying to quit smoking.
11 Simple Ways to Be Proactive About Your Relaxation Levels:



















Give yourself a stress-free start to the day even if it means getting up 15 minutes earlier.
Sleeping in is not worth racing around with lots of extra inflammation-causing cortisol in your
system for the rest of the day!
Do some simple morning stretches or yoga to relaxing music and take a minute to tune into
your body first thing in the morning. This sets you up nicely and gives you baseline to compare
your relaxation levels with for the rest of the day.
Every hour on the hour, check your breathing. One of the first physiological responses to stress
is shallow breathing. And one of the quickest ways to get your stress levels down again is to
simply breathe more deeply. Stick a 'Just Breathe!' notice above your work place!
Don't sit for more than 45 minutes. Take mini breaks often and do some gentle stretching.
Worried about what your co-workers or boss will think? Tell them that it raises productivity and
get them to join in! Still don't think you can get away with it? Go get a drink of water and walk
mindfully using each step to ground your energy.
Staying hydrated is also very important to your relaxation levels, so make sure to drink up as per
yesterday's article!
Avoid caffeine if you are prone to anxiety at all. If you are revved up on coffee while doing
sedentary work, you will find yourself in a constant fight or flight response. The best time of the
day to have coffee is before you exercise so that you can expel the nervous energy caused in a
natural way.
Make sure you get a good night's sleep. Again, it is important to avoid coffee, energy drinks and
black tea late in the day, as they all contain caffeine which is likely to keep you up. Aim to
establish a routine and go to bed the same time every night, ideally early enough in the evening
so that you can get a full sleep cycle in before midnight.
Don't take anything personally. Social interactions can be a source of stress if you constantly
worry about how others perceive you or hold onto resentment about perceived wrongdoings.
Get in the habit of letting these kind of negative thoughts go as soon as they arrive. Two
mantras that work really well are 'Fuck it' and 'I take nothing personally' - Feel free to come up
with your own!
Eat mindfully. Sit down for your meals and chew your food properly. Avoid fast food. Lovingly
prepared, home-cooked family meals do wonders for your stress levels.
Light candles and use incense to set a relaxing ambience.
Declutter your life. Anything you haven't used in the past 12 months can be recycled or given to
charity. Make room for positive energy and fresh air instead.

There are plenty of free guided visualisations you can use to relax on YouTube and
Spotify. Try one today and make a note of your experience in your journal!

DAY 7 - EARTHING
How grounded are you? Need a quick fix for getting rid of what I like to call 'screen buzz'? Screen buzz is
what we get from working in front of a computer screen and using mobile phones and other gadgets all
day long.
For Day 7 of the 30 Day Holistic Change Challenge we are looking something you can do completely free
of charge (pun not intended).
If you are sensitive to electronic gadgets, you can literally feel it draining the life force out of you after a
while. Another problem that stops us from staying grounded is the rubber soles most shoes have these
days, as they prevent the exchange of electrons between earth and the human energy field. Not so with
leather old-fashioned leather soles, which begs the question if running shoes are good for us?

When your energy is not grounded your stress levels go up and it severely affects your ability to stay
focused.
One of the best ways to counteract all this is to walk barefoot on the ground, aka earthing.
Earthing by walking barefoot on the ground reduces the excess build-up of positive electrons created by
our unnatural gadget-loaded environment. It transfers free electrons into the body, helping it to
maintain the same negatively charged electric potential as Mama Earth herself.
Here are some of the wonderful things earthing can do for you according to recent research:
* Increase energy levels
* Reduce inflammation
* Chronic pain reduction
* Lower stress levels (less cortisol)
* Better sleep and less snoring
* Improved circulation
* Lowered blood pressure
* Shorter recovery time after injury
* Prevent adrenal fatigue
* Relieve tension and prevent tension headaches
To do barefoot earthing in a safe way, you need to make sure that you walk on a surface that doesn't
contain any sharp objects. I find that soft grass has the most instant stress-relief effect. Moist surfaces
are also ideal as they provide a greater influx of free electrons (moisture is a conductor).
For those who are unable to walk barefoot on the ground (diabetics, city dwellers, people with problem
feet etc), there are earthing mats you can buy and sleep on or use under your desk when you are
working in front of a computer screen.

For day 7 of your holistic change journal, simply observe how grounded you feel
throughout the day.

DAY 8 - HOLISTIC CHANGE WITH THE FOOL
Have you ever worked with the Tarot archetypes? For the next 22 days of the 30 Day Holistic Change
challenge you will meet them all and if you have already been introduced, you will still learning
something new... if not about them, then about yourself.
For Day 8, the childlike and androgynous Fool skips towards us.
He wants to know where he is. Can you help him/her? S/he is at the start of a new journey... and guess
what - so are you! Any change you decide to make, such as breaking that one bad habit (Day 1) always
brings us back to The Fool because life will not be the same once you change direction and let go.
The main lesson of The Fool is trust which allows him/her to greet the world with childlike innocence
and a perpetual sense of wonder.
One way to be more like the Fool on your own journey of transformation is to say: "This is interesting,"
rather than judge things as bad or good.
Mediate with this archetype for a minute or two. Just look at the picture on the screen and allow the
message to sink in. Read the affirmation out loud, with the voice of a child waking up on Christmas Day:
"Out of nothing all that is was made. The same creative power dwells in me also."

Set the intention to harness the energy of The Fool today. In the evening, write in
your Holistic Change journal about one to three "interesting" things that happened to
you during the day and observe how different life can be when you don't need to
judge or categorize.

DAY 9 - HOLISTIC CHANGE WITH THE MAGICIAN
This archetype is the first one we meet on our own Fools journey. As helpless babies, we learn to
express our will/need with sound and later on with words. I wish we would all pause to contemplate
how truly magical this is!
In fact, words are so incredibly powerful and magical that we find this in the Bible (John 1:1):
In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. The same was in
the beginning with God. All things were made by him.
John is referring to Jesus Christ here, of course, but the interesting point is that he chooses to call him
'the Word.' Jesus, the Son of God, is seen as the ultimate word and he promises elsewhere that we can

do 'all this and more' because we too are the Sons and Daughters of a Living God/Source/All That
Is/Universe.
Words can be incredibly powerful but they can also become completely diluted and meaningless by
lying or trying to please others by not expressing our own truth. Unfortunately, this happened with the
Bible too because of politics and patriarchy... but that is a story for another day.
Just for today, think back at the change you decided to follow through on from Day 1 and connect with
your Higher Will (the part of you that really has your back) then channel the words out loud of that
Higher Will into the affirmation associated with The Magician:
Affirmation: As above, so below... It is my will that ________________ and I decree 'So mote it be'!
To make it even more effective you might want to try taking the stance the Magician is in, pointing your
left hand to Above and your right hand to Below as you make your decree.

Write the experience of making this decree down in your Holistic Change journal.

When we realise that we have the power to manifest anything we can dream of, we are walking in the
shoes of the Magician archetype. Then we speak our truth - always and cease to be people-pleasers and
politicians (the Magician's Shadow).

DAY 10 - HOLISTIC CHANGE WITH THE HIGH PRIESTESS
Do you know when to keep silent and be still? The High Priestess archetype comes to greet us on Day
10 of our 30 Day Holistic Change Challenge with a message about the power of silence.
The Magician taught us how to use words to express our will with words. The High Priestess does quite
the opposite. She is the Yin to the Magician's Yang and teaches us that in order to learn the mysteries of
the Universe, we must be quiet. Inner wisdom can only be accessed when we allow the that still small
voice within to speak - the voice of our God-self.
Just for today try resting in Savasana for a few minutes. Close your eyes, allowing your breath to
become deeper, relaxing all your muscles and just watch your thoughts rise from your body like bubbles.
You are not these thoughts... Let go... with each breath let go... Feel your inner Self expand until you
reach a state of being full connected with the All That Is.

Now you know that only your mind kept you from feeling separate. You have pierced the illusion.
Know that you can always return to this feeling of Oneness and Connectedness.
Slowly return your breathing to normal, open your eyes and start moving your toes and fingers when
you are ready to get up.

Make a note in your Holistic Change journal about your experience. Also ask what
wisdom your inner High Priestess have for you about the one habit/pattern you
decided to change on Day 1? Ask this question before you fall asleep and be open to
receiving an answer in your dreams.

“God is silent. Now if only man would shut up.”
― Woody Allen

DAY 11 - HOLISTIC CHANGE WITH THE EMPRESS
Day 11 of the 30 Day Holistic Change Challenge is all about how we nurture ourselves. The Tarot
Empress is the Mother archetype. Her Shadow is someone who smothers rather than mothers/nurtures.
One of the mistakes women often make is to nurture everybody and their uncle before taking time out
to nurture themselves. This leads to gradual depletion of energy reserves and before you know it you've
spread yourself so thin that you don't know if you're coming or going. Sleep deprivation, depression and
a general feeling of being unwell sets in. You find yourself being short with people, adding to feelings of
guilt, shame and simply not being good enough.
Good girls please others first and that is how most of us were raised. If you suffer from good girl
syndrome I want you to make this your mantra for the day:
'No' is a complete sentence.
You need to learn to look out for number one or there won't be anything left over for anybody else.

The importance of making yourself and your surroundings beautiful is another message the Venusian
Tarot Empress has for us. Reveling in beauty and sensual pleasures is something we all need to do more
of! In patriarchy, too much focus has been put on efficiency and logic and not nearly enough in
whimsical creativity and the value of natural beauty. Too much focus has also been put on trying to fit a
false photoshopped media mould of what beauty should be.
You have every right to make yourself look beautiful to please yourself.
The Empress also urges us to be creative in big ways as well as small. If you have put your own creative
gifts on the back burner for practical reasons she is letting you know that Life is simply too short for that
nonsense!

Light a pink (or white) candle and sit down with your Holistic Change journal. Think
about how you nurture yourself and make life more beautiful/enjoyable in your daily
routine. Just for today write down one-three new ways that you will try nurturing
yourself Empress style. Come back to your journal in the evening and make a note of
how these changes affected you.

“Everything has beauty, but not everyone sees it.”
― Confucius

DAY 12 - HOLISTIC CHANGE WITH THE EMPEROR
How organised are you and what are your leadership skills like? In Day 12 of the 30 Day Holistic
Change Challenge, we meet the Tarot Emperor, the Father archetype, who lays the foundation for these
skills in all of us. This is where the creative chaos of the The Empress find structure and becomes reality.
This is where we need to really start considering the parameters of reality and the materials at hand.
Depending on childhood experiences, the Father archetype can sometimes have quite a harsh and
limiting voice. What does the voice of your Inner Father sound like? Is it strict, demanding, conditional...?
Is it constantly telling you what you can't or shouldn't be doing? Or has it evolved to guide you with a
more gentle and trusting hand, like a wise grandfather who knows that each stage has its own season
and that progress can't be forced.
We all need the guidance of the Emperor to succeed with any endeavour, including quitting that one
bad pattern or habit that you decided on for Day 1 of the Holistic Change Challenge.

His is the voices that helps us set realistic, achievable long- and short-term goals for ourselves and to
guide others by example rather than strict commandments.

For today's Holistic Change journal entry, think about how you can lay the foundation
for the future by embodying the qualities of The Emperor. Write down one to three
negative and one to three positive leadership skills that you have seen in your own
father or a male role model that you have been close to.
Then list the three positive qualities that you would like to express through your own
inner Emperor/Father archetype. Give thanks for having been taught by example and
for being able to learn this way rather than through your own mistakes.

The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality. The last is to say thank you. In between, the leader
is a servant.
— Max DePree

DAY 13 - HOLISTIC CHANGE WITH THE HIEROPHANT
On the Fool's Journey (our own journey to Self) we encountered The High Priestess to learn to go within
in order to attain Spiritual Wisdom. Her male counterpart, the High Priest, aka The Hierophant, teaches
us the importance of seeking guidance from other people.
Day 13 of our 30 Day Holistic Change Challenge introduces the concept that nobody is an island on their
journey to wholeness and that we all stand of the shoulders of giants. The Hierophant is the guardian of
tradition. Tradition can be a limiting influence to a free spirit but can also provide a firm foundation on
which we are free to build our own unique experience.
The saying, "When the student is ready, the teacher appears." is very much connected with the
Hierophant archetype.

So the question for self-examination in your Holistic Change journal today is "What
skill am I ready to develop and who or what kind of person would make a good
mentor?"

The mentor you should seek out is someone who has already mastered the challenge you are currently
engaging in. For instance, if you are trying to quit smoking, find someone (or the book of someone) who
successfully turned their life around and quit smoking.
But how they teach is just as important... Do you know if you are an auditory, tactile or visual learner?
Take THIS TEST to find out!

DAY 14 - HOLISTIC CHANGE WITH THE LOVERS
Why is it so hard to make loving choices? Why do we keep falling back in to destructive patterns? The
key to unlocking this mystery is found in the heart chakra, aka anahata.
For Day 14 of the 30 Day Holistic Change Challenge, we will take a closer look at the Tarot Lovers, the
archetype of choice/transcending the illusion of duality/union with the Beloved.
We find further clues about how to stay centred in the Love that we ARE in the Minor Arcana cards
associated with The Lovers:





8 of Swords (Jupiter in Gemini): Alignment through maintaining focus on the heart, calming the
mind.
9 of Swords (Mars in Gemini): Alignment through directly facing the source of fear and anxiety
rather than staying in state of avoidance/resistance.
10 of Swords (Sun in Gemini): Alignment through starting over with a whole new thought
paradigm.
Knight/King of Swords: Alignment through objective analysis of the situation, weeding out what
is irrelevant and causing obstruction.

You can use the crystal Rose Quartz to remind yourself to stay centred in self-love and to make only
choices that benefit your health and wellbeing. You can easily find a small tumbled piece in any
crystal/New Age shop as this is one of the most common crystals. Carry it in your pocket and hold it in
your hands every time you feel tempted by your old habit or pattern.
The vibrations of Rose Quartz promote compassion and self-love, so carrying a piece of Rose Quartz is
more than a mere mental note/reminder. If you really suffer from a lack of self -love, I suggest dotting
Rose Quartz about in your home as well. It also promotes peaceful relations and is very healing for any
tweens/teens who are going through hormonal changes.

Heart chakra meditation:
Light a candle and some rose-scented incense (optional) and relax (sitting or lying down) with your eyes
closed. Breathe in pink light on every in-breath and think 'love.' Visualise the pink love light spreading
through your whole body, warming you and softening your muscles.
On each out-breath, breathe out any blocks to love and think 'resistance.' When you feel that your
whole aura is filled with love, complete the meditation with one final out-breath which is 'love,' just like
the in-breath. Rest in the joyful awareness that you are only love and that this is your natural state of
being.
Smile and bring your awareness back to the room.

Just for today be extra observant about your self-talk and as soon as you say/think
anything unloving about yourself, squeeze that rose quartz and change it to a positive
statement instead. Make a note of how this went in your Holistic Change journal at
the end of the day.

Your task is not to seek for Love, but merely to seek and find all the barriers within yourself that you have
built against it. - Rumi

DAY 15 - HOLISTIC CHANGE WITH THE CHARIOT
For Day 15 of our 30 Day Holistic Change Challenge we are going to look at how we can use our
emotions to move us forward, rather than allowing ourselves to be pulled under by them - especially
anger, which can be very destructive and debilitating.
The Tarot Chariot archetype teaches us that success comes more easily when we realise that we are not
our emotions or even our thoughts. The eternal Higher Self is then able to take over the reins and we
can move forward through life in a much smoother fashion.
The lessons associated with this Tarot card (and the third chakra) are triggered in our teenage years
when we are flooded with hormones that make it very easy indeed to believe that we are our emotions.
That said, very few adults or even older people master the lessons of the Chariot fully. Instead we learn
various coping mechanisms to make up for poor personal boundaries and emotional control. More often
than not we compensate through anger or passive-aggressive behaviour.

“Anger ... it's a paralyzing emotion ... you can't get anything done. People sort of think it's an interesting,
passionate, and igniting feeling — I don't think it's any of that — it's helpless ... it's absence of control —
and I need all of my skills, all of the control, all of my powers ... and anger doesn't provide any of that — I
have no use for it whatsoever."
― Toni Morrison
The Warrior 2 pose below is a wonderful asana (yoga pose) to practice for greater emotional control
and healthy personal boundaries. If you are new to yoga, you may want to find an instructional video
which takes you through this pose step by step.

For today's journal entry in your Holistic Change journal, write about the last time you
got angry and dig a bit deeper. Is there an underlying pattern? What were you trying
to protect? How did your anger serve you? How did it sabotage your deepest desire
to feel loved and connected?

Top 7 Ways to deal with anger:


Exercise to purge your body of pent up frustration



Practise relaxation skills



Think before you speak



Defer problem-solving until you are calm



Avoid blame and use 'I' statements



Use humour to diffuse the situatioN



Forgive (holding onto grudges generates more anger)

Remember, there is a difference between being assertive and being confrontational!

DAY 16 - HOLISTIC CHANGE WITH STRENGTH
In the Tarot Strength card we see a woman dressed in white (purity) and adorned with red roses
(passion) gently soothing a lion, symbolic of the Higher Self transforming our lower nature and 'beastly
urges' through kindness and compassion.

The lesson for Day 16 of our 30 Day Holistic Change Challenge is really simple and can be followed with
the following quote:

Leo, ruled by The Sun, is known for its generosity on one hand and its selfishness on the other.
It is the sunny, magnanimous Higher Leo Self that is capable of generosity and whenever the
ego/Shadow takes over it all too easily gets pulled into spotlight-hogging, greedy and grabbing
behaviour, humoursly characterised by Jim Carrey's character in 'Me, Myself and Irene' and Barney
Stinson in 'How I Met Your Mother.'
The exercise for today is as simple as the lesson: Pay it forward! Give to charity, help a friend, give to a
stranger... Open up like a flower and give yourself the gift of giving, without expecting anything back.

For today's Holistic Change journal entry, I want you to write about your vision of the
paying it forward concept and how you can best start implementing it in your life.

A 2006 study by Rachel Piferi of Johns Hopkins University and Kathleen Lawler of the University of
Tennessee shows that givers receive the added benefit of lowered blood pressure.
Spouses who are emotionally supportive and giving in their relationships have been shown to live longer.
Relief from chronic pain is also associated with kindness and giving.
Deep down, we all know that giving is good for the heart...

DAY 17 - HOLISTIC CHANGE WITH THE HERMIT
When the eye is pure it sees purity.
~ Hakim Sanai (Sufi wisdom quote)

For Day 17 of the 30 Day Holistic Change Challenge we will focus on the lesson of purity contained in
The Hermit archetype.
The Tarot Hermit corresponds with the Zodiac sign of Virgo and the Virgo energy brings lessons around
general health (digestion in particular), work, contemplation, details and purity.
Throughout history, those serious about purity of the eye/third eye have chosen to live lives of
contemplation, often in monastic isolation.
The lesson we should take from this is to give ourselves a daily gift of 'time out' from the hustle and
bustle of the world, in order to cleanse and soothe our hearts and minds. Reading uplifting literature
and listening to classical music also fits in with this lesson.
A seasonal detox retreat may be in order when the Hermit shines his light in our lives.
When was the last time you detoxed and focused all your intent on purifying your mind, body and spirit?

For today's Holistic Change journal entry, the focus is on purity. Simply write the word
PURITY at the top of your page and allow any thoughts that come to flow onto the
paper. There is no right or wrong... this is you honouring your Higher Self, the source
of YOUR purity.

When you are pure, the Life Force can flow freely, sustaining not only your physical body but providing
you with inspiration, clarity of thought and the power to heal others also.
Hermit Crystal Healing Tip:
Lie down on the floor with a small piece of peridot over your Third Eye (between your eyebrows and up
half an inch). Ask for Angels of Love to purify your vision.

DAY 18 - HOLISTIC CHANGE WITH THE WHEEL OF FORTUNE
“Remember that sometimes not getting what you want is a wonderful stroke of luck.”
― Dalai Lama XIV
For Day 18 of the 30 Day Holistic Change challenge we are looking at the archetype of 'luck,' The Wheel
of Fortune.
Just as there is no thing as chance in a holistic universe, there is no such thing as luck... There is only
energetic resonance and synchronicity. Students of the Law of Attraction quickly realise the truth of this.
So what is the message of this archetype in terms of personal growth and transformation? The Wheel o f
Fortune is where we learn to expand in the direction of divine desire and make the most of the
opportunities presented to us.

"How do we learn this?" I hear you asking. By learning to sense your own soul energy expanding or
shrinking when presented with an opportunity/risk. The more you honour the feeling of expansion and
act on it, the more wonderful opportunities you will recognise.
The ego intellect will have lots of thoughts and arguments for why you should or shouldn't but they are
utter rubbish compared to the powerful promptings of your own soul Self. It is the ego that likes for us
to believe in 'bad luck' and 'good luck' - it makes it so much easier for it to run the show from behind the
curtains.

Here is one practical energy exercise you can try the next time you are presented with an opportunity
and you feel hesitant whether to go with...
Take a few deep breaths and relax the muscles in your body. Focus on your throat chakra, located at the
base of the throat. Speak out loud and say:
I choose to expand in the direction of (this opportunity) ________________, paying attention to
whether you feel your throat chakra expanding or shrinking. If it it expands, you know this is a divine
opportunity for soul growth.

You can apply the same energy principle, walking to the centre of a labyrinth... preferably barefoot,
visualising the centre of the labyrinth as the opportunity. Simply be mindful of the message from your
feet as you walk toward it.
Also pay attention to love expanding in your heart chakra, any choice motivated by love is a right choice
for you at this point in time!

Just for today, be mindful of your energy shrinking or expanding when you speak. Pay
extra attention to when you say something that makes you feel joyful, at peace and
expansive. How can you have more of this energy in YOUR life? Make a note of it in
your Holistic Change journal.

“Scientists have calculated that the chances of something so patently absurd actually existing are
millions to one. But magicians have calculated that million-to-one chances crop up nine times out of ten.”
― Terry Pratchett

DAY 19 - HOLISTICH CHANGE WITH JUSTICE
Justice is the 11th Arcanum (Latin for mystery, deep secret) and sits in the middle of the 22 Major
Arcana cards, balancing the scales of justice. Some of the keywords for this Tarot card is harmony, peace,
legal matters and contracts.
For Day 19 of our 30 Day Holistic Change Challenge, we will focus on the lesson of harmony brought by
this card. The aim is to empower you to be your own generator of harmony, rather than looking to an
outside source. You have the power to not only create peace and harmony for yourself but to be a
bringer of peace and harmony to those around you, once you realise that the source is within.
“Out of clutter, find simplicity.”
― Albert Einstein

Based on the magickal axiom "As within, so without," we will look first at how to declutter the mind and
the heart. Chances are you have a lot of thoughts running around in your mind that you are only half
aware of and that therefore have the power to run the show behind the scenes.
That is why, the first thing you need to do to create the kind of simplicity out of which harmony is born
is to become mindful of your thoughts. You will then gradually be able to use your mind for generating
harmony rather than allowing your mind take you for a ride.
Start each day with lighting a candle for peace within and in the world. Say "I give myself the gift of
peace today." At the end of the day, give thanks for the peace you experienced and was able to bring to
the world around you.

Throughout the day, whenever you become aware of your mind troubling you, place your hands in the
peace mudra (picture above) or in prayer position in front of your heart and chant "Om, Shanti Shanti
Shanti" (shanti is sanskrit for peace).
The cobra pose (picture below) is wonderful because it revitalises the central nervous system, bringing
clarity of thought, and puts the energetic focus on the heart chakra, increasing levels of harmony, peace
and compassion. Make it part of your morning stretches/yoga practice if you have not yet done so.

“Always aim at complete harmony of thought and word and deed. Always aim at purifying your thoughts
and everything will be well.”
― Mahatma Gandhi

For today's Holistic Change journal entry, draw a heart at the centre of the page and
contemplate for a minute or two how you can bring more harmony to the world.
Bring to mind people and situations and write words down around the heart. Connect
the words to the heart. Write 'Bringer of Harmony' in the centre of the heart and sign
it with your name.

DAY 20 - HOLISTIC CHANGE WITH THE HANGED MAN
Have you ever found yourself so confused and uncertain of the future that you simply have NO clue
about how to move forward? Welcome to the limbo space that unfolds in the domain of the Hanged
Man!
The Hanged Man archetype teaches us that we need to surrender control over a situation in order to
gain a new perspective. If things aren't going your way right now, perhaps you can let go of the need to
control the outcome and instead open up for something that you have yet to conceive of to emerge?
For Day 20 of the 30 Day Holistic Change Challenge, we look at practical ways surrender and move to a
place of acceptance in times of uncertainty. Now is not a time to rush ahead and make uninformed
choices you'll end up regretting later. The main message of The Hanged Man is 'Wait!' You most likely
won't be able to move forward anyway because of your circumstances. And if you tried, chances are
you'd land on your head with a big THUD!

So what can you do at times like these...?
Physically there are two main areas to pay attention to now: getting enough sleep and staying hydrated.
These two things will help you feel more stable and clear-headed, no matter what is going on in your life.
Mentally/emotionally, the best give you can give yourself right now is to do a daily guided relaxation.
There are plenty of free ones to choose from on YouTube and Spotify!
Spiritually, don't forget that you can always call on your angels to help! Use the affirmation below...
I let go of my need to control this situation and open up to the possibility that the Universe has
something even better in store for me.
Then light a candle and say: I invoke the angelic forces that work on behalf of love and light to influence
this situation for the highest good of all. Please guide my next step even though I'm currently not able to
see where this will take me and grant me the peace of mind that comes with childlike trust in Divine Love
and Light.
Quick Tip for de-stressing with the Hanged Man:
If you are exhausted after a hard day at work, try placing your legs up against the wall:

Place a folded blanket or small pillow under your sacrum for added comfort.
A few minutes will be enough to make you feel revitalised!

For your Holistic Change journal entry, simply write the word 'SURRENDER' at the top
of the page and write whatever comes. Allow your Soul to speak.

Do let me know how you are getting on with your 30 Day Holistic Change Challenge in the comments
below and feel free to ask any questions you may have!

DAY 21 - HOLISTIC CHANGE WITH DEATH
Does the thought of death and dying terrify you? In a life time we each die/transform many times
before we are faced with physical death. From this we learn that the most common interpretation of the
Tarot Death card is simply 'change.'

“To the well-organized mind, death is but the next great adventure.”
― J.K. Rowling, Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone
While we all fear the unknown, in some people the fear can be quite debilitating, leading to a loss of
enjoyment of life itself. This is why, for Day 21 of the 30 Day Holistic Change Challenge, we will look at
how we can face all transformation with peace and equanimity... or even excitement!
My dad died just over a month ago, after a long and brave fight against pancreatic cancer. His passing
greatly increased my interest in the process of dying and I'm reading a wonderful book called A Celtic
Book of Dying as well as spending time in prayer/meditation over my father and our connection that
lives on since there is no death and we are separated only by the flimsiest of veils.
Ever since I was quite young, I have felt a calling to work with death and dying and in my early 30's,
Archangel Jeremiel revealed himself to me as my personal guardian angel. He is the angel of Mercy,
Transmutation and Life reviews.
After one particular meditation, I woke up the next day with the symbol below clearly in my mind. This
in and on itself is a miracle as I'm one of the least visual people you will ever come across.

This is my gift to you straight from the angelic realm. I won't trademark it and there is no fee attached.
Feel free to use it any way you feel guided to use it and pass it on to your friends and family members.
Draw it in the air... print it out... however you want to do it... but USE it.
Archangel Jeremiel's transition symbol can ease the anxiety we each feel before a major change and
when used for physical death, it well help the dying person gather their soul energy in and ease it out of
the body in a state of wholeness as well as readiness to go to the Light.
You can use it carved onto a candle to ease the transition for someone who has recently crossed over
and it is THE angelic symbol to use at Samhain/Halloween.
Those who have just undergone a major transition and feel exhausted by it are recommended the colour
lime, as well as lime essential oil are useful for revitalisation and igniting excitement about embracing
the new/unknown.
Those of you who like to work with crystals would use green calcite for finding harmony and joy after
massive change.

For today's Holistic Change journal entry simply copy the symbol into your journal so
that you have it there for future reference.

DAY 22 - HOLISTIC CHANGE WITH TEMPERANCE
The Temperance Tarot card (known as Art in Thoth-based decks) is an energy which elevates the spirit
of a person and like all the heart chakra cards, it enables healing on every level of our being. It is often
considered the holistic healing card in the deck and is also a symbol of deep soul alchemy.
Psychically, the Temperance card corresponds to claircognizance (clear knowing).
For Day 22 of the 30 Day Holistic Change Challenge we will look specifically at how to increase clearknowing by increasing our creative output. Most of us are in a complete creative deficit due to
constantly allowing media entertain us and this is not good for our health.
* Being creative increases positive thoughts and reduces negative ones
* Makes you feel happy and allows you to play with others
* Decreases depressive tendencies
* Reduces stress levels
* Reductions in stress and anxiety; increases in positive emotions
* Increases moments spent in a state of FLOW
* Improves your self-image

The hidden key to increased creative flow and claircognizance is hidden in the numerology of this card: 1
of the Magician for authentic self-expression and the Emperor for organising your life with confidence
around your vision of the highest good for All.
The more you speak your truth and stay true to yourself while bearing in mind the highest good for All
(especially those in your care), the more clear knowing can begin to flow through you. Essentially it is
about trusting yourself enough to not block any of your creative flow and artistic expression.
“Every child is an artist. The problem is how to remain an artist once he grows up.”
― Pablo Picasso
Temperance brings us a lesson about harnessing the childlike joy and optimisim that makes us create to
express the Divine Self, rather than trying to do things 'right' or impress someone else.

To give yourself the gift of unbridled creativity is one of the most healing things you'll ever do for
yourself...

So for today's Holistic Change journal entry, answer the following questions:
What do you long to create/give expression to?
Why aren't you already doing it?

If you could try anything new, what would it be?

DAY 23 - HOLISTIC CHANGE WITH THE DEVIL
The ego is often seen as 'the enemy' and some equate the Devil archetype with the ego... but the ego is
just the loosely held boundaries of your personality. The real enemy of the Soul is our sense of
entitlement. This is what the Tarot Devil symbolises to me. It is the voice of our own entitlement that
forges the chains of oppression and addiction to that which does not serve our Higher Self or the highest
good of All.
For Day 23 of the 30 Day Holistic Change Challenge, we are going to look at how to trick this devil. We
have to literally be more cunning than 'the devil' himself to do this!

"Wait a minute! Are you saying that I don't deserve the best things in life???"
No, I'm saying that it takes a lot of wisdom and discernment to know what truly serves your Higher Self
and therefore the highest good of All.
Because the voice that tells you that only the best is good enough for you is often the voice of the ego's
lower urges rather than the voice of your Higher Self.
"So how can you tell the difference?!"
The tone of the voice is a dead giveaway! Learn to tune into the voice that is whispering about your
desires and yearnings... is it whiny or relaxed?
The reason the voice of your Higher Self is totally relaxed is that it comes from a place of trust that
what you desire is useful to all of existence in some way. And because the Universe supports us in
manifesting these divinely inspired desires there is no need to whine, grab or compare yourself to
anybody else.
The voice of The Devil makes you feel disconnected from your fellow humans and the voice of your
Higher Self/Guardian Angel makes you feel totally loved, safe and connected.

THIS IS HOW YOU DECODE YOUR DESIRE:
First discern your motive by asking yourself the following questions:
* Do you want this because it brings healing to yourself or someone else?
* Do you want this because it will make you look better in the eyes of the world?
* Do you want this to satisfy an urge/hunger that you know is unhealthy/damaging to yourself or
another
Be honest with yourself. The Devil/Entitlement is the Lord of Lies!
Affirm to yourself that you have the power to choose your destiny and that every choice you make
matters. Visualise the ripple effect in the web of live where all living things are connected.
Make the choice that aligns you with your Higher Self and ACT on it immediately. Remember, "The Devil
makes work for idle thumbs" and media bombards us on a daily basis with messages that strengthen our
sense of entitlement.
If you feel that it is really difficult to choose to act from a sense of divine service rather than entitlement,
you may want to try a media detox for a week or two, so that you can begin radiating Higher Will into
the world rather than be subject to outside programming.

For today's Holistic Change journal entry, I simply want you to create two columns
and write 'Devil' over the left column and 'Angel' over the right column... Write/draw
whatever comes!

DAY 24 - HOLISTIC CHANGE WITH THE TOWER
♂, the symbol for the planet Mars and the Astrological correspondence for The Tower, gives us many
clues about the health implications for this card. I often refer to it as 'the testosterone card.'
For Day 24 of the 30 Day Holistic Change Challenge, we will look more closely at how to balance our
masculine energy - especially after a traumatic incidence or accident, which this card is often an omen
for when used for divination.
Think of all the YouTube videos of young men trying daring deeds in front of the camera to prove
themselves to the world... and how they end up on their asses after that slightly too high and off -centre
karate kick backfired. This is the kind of false bravado that brings us down one way or another - often
when we least expect it - that I associate with the Tower.
Looking at the chakras, this is the third and/or first chakra in overdrive, causing us to feel ungrounded
(accident-prone) and angry/aggressive (attracting emotional turmoil into our lives).

Even though accidents seem to happen out of the blue, they usually happen because we are out of kilter
in a Tower sort of way... So how can we protect ourselves against silly accidents?
11 ways to bring unbridled Tower energy into check:













Spend 15-20 minutes in relaxation on a daily basis, focusing on deep relaxation of the muscles
Run, swim or bike until you are exhausted
Spend time in quite contemplation by a body of water
Run around, wave your arms and shout in a high-pitched voice, 'Oh my god, we're all gonna'
die!!' until you make yourself laugh hysterically
Turn the other cheek metaphorically speaking by going 'fuck it!' next time someone is rude or
disrespectful
Detach and become the observer, so that you can stop identifying yourself with negative
emotions
Forgive someone from your past
Wear blue
Abstain from sex and alcohol, as well as any drugs which expand your Mars energy (speed,
cocaine etc)
Eat bland (non spicy) foods
Cook meals from scratch and take your time chewing the food, concentrating only on eating (no
TV, surfing or reading) so that the natural fire of digestion is in balance
Drink plenty of warm water (according to Ayurveda, cold water messes with your digestive fire
too)

12 ways to boost Tower energy (counteracts under-active first or third chakra):




You can make a Tower tarot essence
Learn boxing
Decide to be more competitive











Wear red and yellow
Use perfume
Go out on the pull
Flirt wildly
Be more selfish
Show your anger (in constructive ways)
Channel your anger into art
Eat hot and spicy foods
Drink alcohol (temporary boost at the price of a hang over)

For your Holistic Change journal entry today, tune into your first and third chakras
and try to sense if they are balanced, in overdrive or under-active. Write your
impressions down.

DAY 25 - HOLISTIC CHANGE WITH THE STAR
The Star Tarot archetype, soothes bruised emotions and brings us the gift of Hope.
It is true that hope springs eternal and equally true that it must be cultivated in times of hardship.
Ultimately, hope is the gift to those brave souls who have the courage to look up when weighed down.
For Day 25 of the 30 Day Holistic Change challenge, we will pinpoint the Source of YOUR Hope. And
here's a clue: It's not material!
As a Tarot Reader and Healer, people often turn to me for hope in the sense that they want to know if
their ex will return or if they will have a windfall/lucky break. However, every time you pin your hope on
something outside yourself, you set yourself up for disappointme nt... You become fragile and at the
mercy of some perceived 'cruel fate.'

Instead, what I try to inspire in my clients, is a sense of everyone being connected to everyone else and
things working out for the good of All in the end.
You will keep losing hope if what you hope for is outside yourself. Hope can be a solid foundation or it
can be a force that tosses you every which way. The choice is yours.
In a very real sense, the selfless service to humanity connected with the Star archetype (via the
Astrological correspondence with Aquarius) is the antidote we need to overcome the sense of
entitlement (and enslavement!) that accompanies The Devil archetype. To serve is to be free... To serve
is to embody hope.

Those who know that they live in a web of Light and Life where we are all connected, and choose to
align both vertically in surrender (The Hanged Man) and horizontally in service to humanity (The Star),
will get to treasure the gift of Hope forever.

For today's Holistic Change journal entry, please identify your source of hope and
write down any accompanying thoughts. Create an affirmation that will make you

feel connected and hopeful... a mantra that will remind you to lift your eyes in times
of despair.

“The best way to not feel hopeless is to get up and do something. Don’t wait for good things to happen
to you. If you go out and make some good things happen, you will fill the world with hope, you will fill
yourself with hope.”
― Barack Obama

DAY 26 - HOLISTIC CHANGE WITH THE MOON

As you climb higher, you must also have the courage to go deeper! On our Soul's journey through life,
the Piscean Moon archetype greets us to help us through our fears... Because there is no way around
them!
For Day 26 of the 30 Day Holistic Change Challenge, we are going to look at some practical ways to calm
our fears and get our inner pep talk going so that we can move through them.
No matter what you fear, fear always has a debilitating effect. It holds us back from reaching our goals
and from creating the life of our dreams. The only way to deactivate the fear is to face it... look it in the
eye... whether it be your Shadow (the yucky stuff you sweep under the carpet and project onto others)
or your Golden Shadow (your fear of success that you also project onto others).
“There are two basic motivating forces: fear and love. When we are afraid, we pull back from life. When
we are in love, we open to all that life has to offer with passion, excitement, and acceptance. We need to
learn to love ourselves first, in all our glory and our imperfections. If we cannot love ourselves, we cannot
fully open to our ability to love others or our potential to create. Evolution and all hopes for a better
world rest in the fearlessness and open-hearted vision of people who embrace life.”
― John Lennon
Many people live in state of low level anxiety because they refuse to face their fears. At night, their
Shadows reach out to them and give them nightmares... During the day, they live shrunken lives... afraid
of dying but even more afraid of LIVING.
So here's the deal. Go 'Fuck it!' and do it anyway... WHATEVER it is you are DYING to do... because here's
the rub: None of us get out alive.
Don't let fear be your biggest regret as you lie on your deathbed. Vow to choose Love and Life over and
over and over again.
So just for today, write all your fears down and BURN the mother-fuckers (in a safe way!).
After you have done this, it will be much easier to notice when you are tempted to decline an impulse to
expand your life in the direction of Love. As soon as you notice the pinch of fear say 'Fuck it!' Say it three
times if you must. But say it and do whatever it is you are afraid of anyway.
“You gain strength, courage and confidence by every experience in which you really stop to lo ok fear in
the face. You are able to say to yourself, 'I have lived through this horror. I can take the next thing that
comes along.' You must do the thing you think you cannot do.”
― Eleanor Roosevelt

For those of you working with crystals, ametrine works really well for transmuting fear into a sense of
optimism. Keeping amethyst and smokey quartz under your bed works really well for both nightmares
and night terrors.
You can also try dabbing a bit of diluted ( 3%) German Chamomile on your wrists. This w ill help you
chillax and become more aware of when you are tempted to give in to fear.

For today's Holistic Change journal entry, I just want you to write down one to three
things that you would do if you weren't afraid at all.

DAY 27 - HOLISTIC CHANGE WITH THE SUN
Would you like to feel supreme self-confidence? Are you ready to embrace the GIFT that is YOU and
radiate your True Self into the world?
The Tarot Sun archetype is a young, radiantly happy child. The lack of clothing symbolises the lack of
need to hide one's true nature, as well as the power to radiate that same nature out into the world
without a mask or pretense. The Sun is a symbol of joy and success. Think about how happy you feel
when you wake up on a sunny morning and have a whole day ahe ad of you, doing nothing but the things
you love the most... This is The Sun space and what we all aspire to experience on a regular basis.
So for Day 27 of the 30 Day Holistic Change Challenge, we are going to look at the key that unlocks this
joy, confidence and feeling of being successful. What simple and practical steps can you take to achieve
this state of being, if not permanently... then most of the time?
Let's start with the body. Here are three things that will instantly boost your confidence levels:

* Good posture. Research proves that those with good posture are more confident than those who
slouch.
* Smile at people when you meet them... don't wait for them to smile first!
* Good hygiene and a nice perfume/cologne. This puts you in a better mode to socialise and makes you
feel more connected as well as confident.
As for your mind... Try these three tips to boost your self-confidence:
* Stop negative self-talk. Instantly replace negative self-talk with a positive affirmation.
* Shower yourself with gratitude. Say three things out loud what makes you grateful for being uniquely
YOU. It doesn't have to be big things. Start small if that makes you feel more comfortable.
* Be honest with yourself about your shortcomings... then shower them with compassion! It takes way
more energy than it is worth to sweep shady stuff under the carpet and you will have to face it sooner or
later anyway.
As for your Life in general... Make these three simple changes:
* Have a long-term goal and work toward it a little bit every day. This is a way of honouring the Gift that
is YOU and will nourish your sense of importance and meaning.
* Donate. It may not be money if you haven't got much but giving of your time or other resources will
also instantly boost your confidence and wellness levels.
* Clear out clutter and negativity (including naysayers). Surround yourself with positive people. Make
sure that you surround yourself only with things that you actually use or that add to your sense of
wellbeing. Anything else needs to have a date with the scrap heap or nearest recycling facility!

In addition to the crystals mentioned above, Tiger's eye is a wonderful crystal for boosting self confidence. Carry a piece with you, wherever you go!
Bergamot, Lemon and Frankincense are great essential oils to use to boost your confidence levels and
sense of optimism. Use them in diffusers around your home/work place.
For your Holistic Change journal entry today, focus on the image of the Sun card above and relate this
image to how you feel now/how you want to feel. Write down what comes...
“Because one believes in oneself, one doesn't try to convince others. Because one is content with oneself,
one doesn't need others' approval. Because one accepts oneself, the whole world accepts him or her.”
― Lao Tzu

DAY 28 - HOLISTIC CHANGE WITH JUDGEMENT
“A child can teach an adult three things: to be happy for no reason, to always be busy with something,
and to know how to demand with all his might that which he desires.”
― Paulo Coelho
Some people spend most of their lives waiting for some kind of mystical sign from heaven or
disembodied divine voice to tell them what to do... So here you go!

But seriously... it doesn't have to be very hard at all. You just have to have the courage to do the thing
you love the most. That is one sign (the most important!)... your passionate LOVE for whatever it is you
were gifted with in this lifetime.
And this is why the quote by Paulo Coelho is so apt. A child always does what he or she wants to do,
without considering what else they could/should be doing. And chances are that what you loved to do
as a child, you still love just as much now... because the gift you are meant to share with the world is a
soul spark that you were born with.
Embracing your Life Purpose fully often does take courage though. We are taught to conform to
people's expectations and to fit into society. That's why it takes some of us who have gifts that differ
from the norm a bit longer to materialise the Path of our Life Purpose. Fear not though, everything you
learn along the path WILL come in handy!
Take a minute to contemplate the image below. This is the kind of guts I'm on about... this is a physical
(embodied) representation of what it takes to follow your own Path. This man is choosing to lie
prostrate on the temple floor even though everyone else is doing something completely different. He is
staying true to himself and his deity, no matter the judgement by other people.

"The good you do today may be forgotten tomorrow. Do good anyway. Give the world the best you have
and it may never be enough. Give your best anyway. For you see, in the end, it is between you and God. It
was never between you and them anyway."
― Mother Teresa
For today's Holistic Change journal entry, spend 10 minutes writing about your soul was before you
were born. Let the inspiration flow and use your imagination! It doesn't matter if you are 'making it up'...
This is your time to connect with your pure soul essence which is the gift you bring into the world. In this
exercise you give your intuitive knowing a voice. THIS is the sign you have been waiting for!
The purpose of life is to discover your gift.
The work of life is to develop it.
The meaning of life is to give your gift away.
- David Viscott

DAY 29 - HOLISTIC CHANGE WITH THE WORLD
With The World archetype, we have reached the end of The Fools journey toward Self and hopefully,
you will have picked up some valuable holistic tips and tools along the way. In Tarot as in life, there are
no permanent endings though, only new beginnings...
For Day 29 of the 30 Day Holistic Change Challenge, you will pause for a while in recognition of all that
you have achieved so far. Just the fact that you are reading this tells me you are a total success... you are
working on wholeness and self-realization and that, my friend, is why we are all here. By doing this we
shine our light in the world and give others 'permission' to do the same!

For today's Holistic Journal entry, I just want you to write down three to ten of your
most outstanding achievements. It doesn't matter if they were recognised by others!
How can you celebrate today? What is your next long-term goal that will align you
completely with your Life Purpose? What short-term goals can this be broken down
into?

Know this... YOU MATTER! Your CHOICES matter. You are a vital and divine part of the WHOLE and
holistic change is all about moving from a state of perceived separation to connectedness, both within
and without. So I am honoured to 'meet' you and your willingness to grow in this format and I hope to
keep journeying together for a while if this seems fun to you... because The Fool will never do anything
that isn't FUN!
The Fool doesn't care much about achievements at all... but to meet the challenges of the Journey to
self, he will achieve nonetheless (such delicious paradox!). If he were to have a chat with The World
dancer, they may find middle ground that reads a bit like the quote below:
“There is no need to search; achievement leads to nowhere. It makes no difference at all, so just be
happy now! Love is the only reality of the world, because it is all One, you see. And the only laws are
paradox, humor and change. There is no problem, never was, and never will be. Release your struggle, let
go of your mind, throw away your concerns, and relax into the world. No need to resist life, just do your
best. Open your eyes and see that you are far more than you imagine. You are the world, you are the
universe; you are yourself and everyone else, too! It's all the marvelous Play of God. Wake up, regain

your humor. Don't worry, just be happy. You are already free!”
― Dan Millman
Tomorrow we will be rounding this 30 Day Challenge off with the ultimate tip for how to relax deeply
into the power of your Divinity...

DAY 30 - THE POWER IS YOURS!
Woohoo... we have arrived at the very last day of this 30 Day Holistic Change Challenge, aimed at
helping you take the power back and be in charge of your own wellbeing!
More than anything I hope you have had FUN doing this challenge and that you will join in for more of
the same in the not too distant future over at www.holisticchange.co
The final challenge is simply to contemplate your own limitless healing potential. Because all the healing
power of the Universe is available to you... just like it was to Jesus and Usui. And you don't need to be
initiated, attuned or pay lots of $$$. All you need to do is ask Source for the privilege of being a channel
of healing.
The power to heal yourself and others is a gift you were born with.

I want to share a true story as an example of how simple yet profound healing can be when you are
open to receive intuitive guidance and to pass the energy on:
Not long after my eldest daughter was born, I had gone through a healing crisis brought on by an illness
that took months for the doctors to diagnose. By the time they had diagnosed it, I had pretty much
recovered, thankfully.
During the recovery process, I intermittently experienced heat and tingling in the palms of my hands as
well as a strong urge to use my hands for healing... only I had no clue how! It wasn't until a few years
later, and only after moving to the UK, that I would have the opportunity to learn spiritual healing and
Reiki (I can't say that my studies have made my healing any more powerful, just more informed).
However, the strong urge to help people by touching them and transmitting healing energy couldn't be
put on hold.
One time, this urge took over completely.
It happened on a night in with my girl friends. All of us but one , the hostess whose birthday we were
celebrating, had young children. We were in the kitchen/dining area, chatting away about our babies
when I noticed our hostess getting a bit sad. She admitted that she felt left out because she was the only
one without kids. She explained that she couldn't conceive due to some medical problems but that she
and her partner both longed to have a child.
A force greater than myself took over and I felt an urge to help her somehow and before I knew it, I
heard myself asking "Would you like some healing?." She happily agreed and we went into the living
room where we wouldn't be disturbed for a few minutes.
At this point in time, I hadn't learned any method of energy healing or been attuned to any system, so I
just went with the flow. I placed my left hand on her right shoulder and raised my right hand into the air.

I said a short prayer, asking for the Holy Spirit to descend. There was intense heat and a light filled the
room. Tears started streaming down both our faces. It only lasted a minute or two (actually it felt like we
were completely outside time!), but we both knew that something had shifted. Five weeks later she
phoned me up to tell me she was pregnant... so was I!
The angels must have been laughing that night. I remember going for a walk after that phone call and
not feeling the ground under my feet.
So today, I want you to simply relax deeply in the knowledge that you are IT. You are the change you
have been waiting for. And any time you doubt this, I want you to just straighten your spine, relax your
jaw, focus on your third eye and take three deep breaths, breathing in I AM and breathing out love.

For today's Healing Change journal entry, I want you to write I AM awake to... and fill
the page with whatever comes.

It has been a blessing to me to be your guide on this 30 day journey. If you would like to find out more
about my work, please feel free to visit my about.me page which also contains link to my other sites.
If you wonder why you can't find me on Facebook any longer it is because I shut my account. I simply
could not justify supporting such an unethical organisation any more. Tsu is where you find me these
days, so here is my personal invitation to join Tsu (by invitation only): http://tsu.co/tarotize
I look forward to hearing from you and staying connected!
Namaste
~ Lisa

